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Console.WriteLine(val);

Console.WriteLine(“{0}”, val);

What is the difference?

Console.WriteLine(“The value of is {0}.”, val);

Console.WriteLine(“The value of is “ + val + “.”);

We use the argument list when inserting inside a string.  

Allows us to avoid a lot of concatenations



foreach( int c in coords)

Given: int[] coords = new int[7] { 5, 2, 8, 5, 7, 2, 8 }; Write a foreach that outputs vertically to the monitor.

c is a programmer 
selected identifier.

int does not 
contain [ ]

foreach( int c in coords)
{

Console.WriteLine(c) ;
}//end for each

Vertically mean one 
value per line.
Vertical Leap – up 
and down.

foreach( int c in coords)
{

Console.Write(c + “ “) ;
}//end for each

Horizontally means left to 
right.
The horizon.



Given:   double[] values = new double[5] Write a code segment that uses a foreach loop to output the sum of the array.

double total = 0 ;
foreach( double val in values)

{
total += val ;

}//end foreach
Console.WriteLine(total);

double sum = 0 ;
foreach( int v in values)

total = total + v ;
Console.WriteLine(sum);



Given:   string[] names = new string[5] Write a code segment that uses a for loop to output the contents of the array vertically. 

for( int i=0; i < names.Length; i++)

{
Console.WriteLine( names[i] );

}//end for

for( int i=0; i < names.Length; i++)

Console.WriteLine(names[i]);

for( int i=0; i < names.Length; i++)

Console.Write(names[i] +” “);

Horizontally

names.Length is the 
count of element in 
the array.



Given: char[] ltrs = new char[5] { ‘r', ‘n', ‘j', ‘k', ‘a' };

foreach( char letter in ltrs)
Console.WriteLine(letter);

for(int i=0; i<ltrs.Length; i++)
Console.WriteLine( ltrs[i] );



To sum with a loop (foreach or for)
You must create a variable for the sum AND initialize it to 0 above the loop
Sum each element inside the loop
Output the sum AFTER the loop



Moving backwards can be done with a for loop and NOT with a foreach

Start here at .Length

End here at 0

Decrement the counter 
instead of increment 
the counter.



Today’s Assignment

• Follow the link on the schedule.

• Use this slideshow to assist you.

• Submit and save receipt.

• Go back to the form so you can copy and paste what you submitted.

• Start a project of any name and copy and paste your answers into the 
Main method.  Correct any errors.

• Paste corrected code into the form.

• After checking each, resubmit.

• If time runs out, submit what you have.




